In the narration of the digital short we produced on her life, as well as in the information
presented here on the UNLADYLIKE2020 website, we report:
Although there’s some debate about the year and location, Bass was born Charlotta
Amanda Spears in 1888 in Little Compton, Rhode Island.
There is considerable discrepancy and dispute about both the date and location of Charlotta
Spears Bass’ birth.
In Bound for Freedom: Black Los Angeles in Jim Crow America, Douglas Flamming, University of
California Press, 2005 cites these primary sources regarding her date of birth:
● “U.S. Census ms., 1920, Los Angeles City, Assembly District 74, Precinct 75, ED 417, p. 1A,
lists Charlotta’s age as thirty-six (meaning a birth year of 1884), her state birth as Rhode
Island, and no knowledge of her parents’ place of birth...
● U.S. Census ms., 1930, Los Angeles City, Assembly District 60 (no precinct), ED 752, p. 10A,
lists Charlotta’s age as forty (meaning a birth year of 1890), her state of birth as Rhode
Island...
● The Online Archive of California, drawing on the biographical sketch prepared for the
Charlotta A. Bass Papers archived at the Southern California Library for Social Studies and
Research in Los Angeles, claims that Charlotta Spears was born in Little Compton, Rhode
Island (386).”
The New York Times, “Overlooked No More: Before Kamala Harris, There Was Charlotta Bass” on
September 4, 2020 reported:
● Charlotta Amanda Spears is believed to have been born in Sumter, S.C., around 1880 to
Kate and Hiram Spears, descendants of enslaved people.
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/09/04/obituaries/charlotta-bass-vice-president-overloo
ked.html?smid=em-share
The National Park Service reports:
● Charlotta Amanda Spears Bass (1874-1969)…
She was born on February 14, 1874 in Sumter, South Carolina. Charlotta was the sixth
out of eleven children for Hiram and Kate Spears.
In the field of archival research, the most credibility is assigned to primary sources. The
UNLADYLIKE2020 editorial team went on-site to the Southern California Library for Social
Studies and Research in Los Angeles to review Charlotta Spears Bass’ hand-written and typed
autobiographical notes, written in the third person. Thus, we reference what she reported
herself: that she was born in Little Compton, Rhode Island in 1888.
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The Stages of Freedom organization in Providence, Rhode Island has completed additional
research on Ancestry.com and of U.S. Census records and has made the following assessment:
● There is strong primary source evidence - censuses and a birth certificate for a younger
sibling - that Charlotta Spears Bass was born in Sumter Country, South Carolina around
1880, and that she came to Providence, RI to live with her older brother Ellis. After
leaving for California and in following censuses, she reported that she was born in Rhode
Island. None of the census data supports 1874 being her birth year.

